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The improving prognosis for pediatric leukemia patients

requires that involved professionals increase attention to

the emotional adjustment of these children. This study was

designed to determine (a) how mothers of leukemia patients

perceived their children's personalities in order to identify

any specific emotional difficulties which these children may

experience and (b) if their perceptions differed from either

mothers of cystic fibrosis and diabetes patients or mothers

of healthy children. Subjects included 24 mothers in each

of three groups: leukemia, other illness, and healthy.

Children in both illness groups received higher scores

than healthy children on Adjustment, Achievement, Somatic

Concern, Depression, Psychosis, and Social Skills scales as

measured by the Personality Inventory for Children; however,

only the leukemic children were rated higher in areas of

Anxiety and Withdrawal. Implications for treatment and

future research are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1,

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF PEDIATRIC

LEUKEMIA PATIENTS: THEIR MOTHERS' PERCEPTIONS

Recent medical developments in early detection and

aggressive treatment have produced significant changes in

prognosis for pediatric oncology patients. With the advent

of more effective radiological, chemotherapeutic, and

surgical interventions, the prognosis regarding length of

survival for increasing numbers of these children has

changed from a period of months to perhaps years, and many

may indeed be cured of their disease. George, Aur, Mauer,

and Simone (1979) note that a first remission is possible for

over 90 percent of children with acute lymphatic leukemia

(ALL) , which is the most common form of childhood neoplasia,

and that 80 percent of children with ALL survive for one year.

A five-year disease-free survival can be anticipated for up

to 50 percent of children with ALL (Aur, Simone, Hustu,

Verzosa, & Pinkel, 1974; Leventhal & Hersh, 1975; Li, Myers,

Heise, & Jaffe, 1978). The majority of children with local-

ized Wilms' tumor, rhabdomyosarcoma, Hodgkin's disease,

non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, and Ewing's sarcoma now are able to

hope for the possibility of cure and a normal life span

(Johnson, Rudolph, & Hartmann, 1979). Due to the improved

prognosis for pediatric cancer patients, our focus must be
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extended to include the quality, as well as the quantity, of

life for these children.

Following the initial hospitalization during the diag-

nostic and treatment induction process, pediatric cancer

patients typically are maintained on an out-patient basis

during remission of the disease. While in remission, the

children can have a quality of life approaching that of

normal children. When not limited by side effects of the

treatment regimen or the disease, they are encouraged to

participate in their usual activities. Nevertheless, the

treatment for leukemia requires one or more periods of

hospitalization, regular out-patient clinic visits, and

regular drug therapy. Children with cancer, therefore, have

become a new group of patients with a "chronic" condition.

Since these children are spending fewer days in the hospital

and more days in their own milieus, pediatric cancer patients

now must be seen as developing personalities in their homes

and communities, despite the serious nature of their illness

(Kagen-Goodheart, 1977).

The focus of much early research concerning the social

and emotional concomitants of childhood cancer has been the

issue of death and dying, due to the traditionally poor

prognosis for pediatric cancer patients of the past. For

example, much of the previous psychological research

concerning childhood cancer was directed toward investigating

either the effects of the disease on the family following the
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child's death (Binger, Ablin, Feuerstein, Kushner, Zoger, &
Mikkelsen, 1969; Cain, Fast, & Erickson, 1964; Lascari &

Stehbens, 1973; Stehbens & Lascari, 1974; Tietz, McSherry,

& Britt, 1977) or the child's awareness and understanding

of death and dying (Smith & Schneider, 1969; Spinetta, 1974;

Spinetta, Rigler, & Karon, 1973).

As the survival rate among children with cancer

continues to improve due to the recent therapeutic advances,

the focus of concern must be broadened to include the

problems of living with the multiple stresses imposed by a

diagnosis of pediatric cancer. According to Pfefferbaum

(1979), professionals now must confront "(a) the immediate

and late side effects of the various treatments; (b) the

burden of normalcy in the face of a chronic life-threatening

illness; and (c) the hopes and uncertainties of "cures'"

(p. 291). The pediatric cancer patient must be viewed in

the context of his or her familial and social environments.

From the time of diagnosis, the disease will be a prominent

factor in the lives of the patients and their families, and
its impact may present a major challenge for these families.

During the past decade, research extended its focus to
include investigations of the specific psychological effects

of oncologic diseases and their treatments on children with
cancer. In their attempts to investigate the psychological

concomitants of childhood cancer, the authors of early

studies relied chiefly on unsophisticated observational
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techniques which demanded overt expressions of concern about

death to indicate the presence of death anxiety. On the

basis of these observations several of the early studies

concluded that the anxiety which the pediatric cancer

patient experiences in relation to his or her disease takes

different forms, depending upon the developmental level of

the child.

Natterson and Knudson (1960) and Knudson and Natterson

(1960), based on their observations of the behavior of children

with cancer or malignant tumors, indicated that the fear of

death in childhood appears to evolve through a maturational

pattern from separation fear and mutilation fear. For

children under six years of age, the fear of maternal

separation is the major source of disturbance. Among

children six to ten years of age, fear of procedural discom-

forts and of bodily harm takes precedence over the separation

anxiety which is the dominant fear for the preschooler. The

fear of death itself becomes the primary concern for children

over the age of ten and may be expressed openly by some

children in this age group. The authors noted that there

were some indications from drawings and stories of younger

children which suggested that anxiety about death might be

present in subtle forms, but they insisted that such fear

is subordinant to separation or mutilation anxiety. Unfor-

tunately, the authors failed to describe this method of data

collection or to define the criteria upon which this assumption

was based.
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Morrissey (1963) attempted to assess the emotional

problems of hospitalized leukemic children on the premise

that the level of anxiety would be the central variable in

their adaptation to the stresses of their illness. Systematic

clinical judgments, based on collective evidence from the

records of observations by medical, social service, and

research staff members, were made to determine the presence

and patterns of anxiety for 50 pediatric oncology patients.

It was concluded that 50 percent of the children in the

study experienced considerable anxiety during the overall

course of their hospitalization. That there is a strong

relationship between age and (death anxiety was also a

conclusion drawn by the author, who indicated that separation

anxiety was displayed by the majority of children five years

of age and younger, while death anxiety was displayed predom-

inantly by children over the age of nine years. No

conclusions were drawn regarding the anxiety of children

six to nine years of age due to the small numbers of subjects

in this age group.

Smith and Schneider (1969), who also based their opinions

on observations of children with protracted fatal illness,

discussed the developmental stages through which children

progress in the establishment of their concept of death.

A contention of these authors was that the pre-adolescent

child lacks an adequate level of intellectual ability to

comprehend the concept of death and is thereby unlikely to
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experience anxiety in relation to the possibility of his or

her own death. According to these authors, the fear of death

which preschool children experience is equivalent to the

fear of separation from the human love which is required for

their feelings of security. Children between the ages of

five and nine years are curious about death, but they express

their interest indirectly, sublimating it through a super-

stitious approach whereby death is personified. Gradually,

the concept of death as the termination of bodily functioning

and human experience evolves as the magical thinking

characteristic in earlier childhood develops into more

logical thinking. In order for children to have a mature

concept of death, the authors suggested that a sufficient

level must be attained in their intellectual development,

experiences, and sense of time both past and present, and

this is usually accomplished around the time of puberty.

Therefore, the authors concluded that it is not until

adolescence that a child's conception of death resembles

that which he or she will have as an adult.

Based on their observations that fatally ill children

less than ten years of age frequently do not express overtly

their anxiety about death, the authors of these early

studies inferred that children of these ages are unable to

comprehand the seriousness or the potentially fatal nature

of their illness. Two controlled studies conducted there-

after, which utilized direct measurement to investigate the
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fatally ill children's responses to their illness, concluded

dif ferently. The subjects for these two studies were

children between six and ten years of age, the age period

for which there had been the most controversy regarding the

presence of death-related anxiety.

In the first of these two studies, Waechter (1971)

hypothesized that our understanding of the actual concerns

of seriously ill children may be distorted when research

relies upon their direct expression of anxiety about their

condition. She also suggested that such anxiety might be

unique to children with illnesses of a potentially fatal

nature. Groups of hospitalized children with potentially

fatal illnesses, non-fatal chronic illnesses, and brief

illnesses were administered a series of projective pictures,

designed to elicit fantasy expression of their concerns

regarding present and future body integrity, as well as the

General Anxiety Scale for Children, which measured their

concerns about various areas of living. On the projective

measure, the children with poor prognoses related more

stories containing overtly expressed death themes and

threats to body integrity than did the children in the other

two groups. On the anxiety measure, the "terminally" ill

children demonstrated an extremely high level of gene-ralized

anxiety, their scores being twice as high as the scores of

the other groups of hospitalized children.
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The study by Spinetta, Rigler, and Karon (1973) further

demonstrated the problem of anxiety for the six- to ten-year-

old child with cancer. The authors used projective measures

to elicit indirect expressions of concern about body func-

tioning and integrity from a group of children with leukemia

and from a matched control group of children with chronic

non-fatal illnesses. The children also were administered

an adaptation of Spielberger's State-Trait Anxiety Inventory

for Children. The stories related by the leukemic children

suggested a greater preoccupation with threat to body

integrity and functioning than did the stories by the

children of the control group. On the anxiety measure, the

leukemic children expressed a greater degree of anxiety,

both hospital-related and non-hospital-related, than did

the children with chronic non-fatal illnesses.

Spinetta (1974), in his review of earlier studies which

investigated the "fatally" ill child's awareness of death,

concluded that the majority seem to agree that the

pre-schooler's concerns take the form of separation anxiety

and fear of abandonment, and that the adolescent can be

aware of and anxious about the possibility of impending

death. For children between the ages of six and ten years,

the results of both the Waechter (1971) study and the

Spinetta et al. (1973) study suggested that the conclusions

of earlier studies, which depended solely upon overt

expression about death for indication of death-related
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anxiety, are misleading. Based on these two controlled

studies, which utilized both indirect, projective techniques

and objective measures, it seems evident that leukemic

children of this age group do experience concerns and

anxieties about the seriousness of their illness, even

though they may not yet be capable of conceptualizing and

communicating their concerns in an adult manner. The more

subtle fears and anxieties which these children experience

are real, painful, and very much related to the seriousness

of their illness, according to the author, who concluded

that whether or not one regards such nonconceptual anxiety

as "death anxiety" appears to be a problem of semantics

rather than of fact.

In an attempt to determine how the heightened sense of

anxiety and fear might affect the interpersonal relation-

ships of children with potentially terminal diseases,

Spinetta, Rigler, and Karon (1974), as part of their larger

study on death anxiety in "fatally" ill six- to ten-year-old

children, introduced a measure of personal space as a non-

obtrusive measure for quantifying the feelings such children

experience. Each child was asked to place dolls representing

meaningful figures, such as mother, father, nurse, and doctor

at their usual places in a three-dimensional model of a

hospital room. Children with leukemia placed dolls at

significantly greater distances from the dolls representing

themselves than did the chronically ill children in the
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matched control group. The authors, who interpreted this

finding from social learning theory, argued that these

children experience an increasing sense of separation from

others because of decreasing contact with significant adults.

Additionally, the authors suggested that these children may

prefer to progressively distance themselves from parents

and other adults, since closer contact may be more painful

than keeping a distance.

It appears that, as Spinetta et al. (1973) previously

had proposed, the anxiety experienced by the child with

cancer is not merely a hospital-related phenomenon, but that

it generalizes from the hospital to the home situation as

well. This was supported by the findings of a study by

Spinetta and Maloney (1975), in which out-patient leukemic

children df the six- to ten-year age group were compared to

a matched control group of children with chronic, but

non-fatal, illnesses, who also were being treated in

out-patient clinics. The instruments employed again

included projective measures to elicit stories from the

children as well as an adaptation of Spielberger's State-

Trait Anxiety Inventory for Children. The authors found

that the leukemic children, on both the projective stories

measure and the objective anxiety scales, demonstrated a

greater preoccupation with their illnesses and with the

threat to their body functioning and integrity than did the

children in the control group. Additionally, the authors
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found that the longer the duration of their illness, the

more frequent their clinic visits, and the older the leukemic

children, the more anxiety-provoking the clinic became for

them. Thus, it appears that the leukemic children remained

aware of the seriousness of their illness even while in

remission.

An important factor which contributes to the adjustment

of children with cancer is related to the recurrent diagnostic

and treatment regimen of their clinic visits. The medical

procedures, such as bone marrow aspirations, lumbar punctures,

and intramuscular and intravenous injections of chemothera-

peutic agents, are a major source of distress for children

with malignant diseases. For example, Katz, Kellerman, and

Siegel (1980), who investigated anxiety responses to bone

marrow aspirations in children with cancer by means of a

behavioral rating scale, found that behavioral indications

of anxiety were exhibited by nearly all of the 115 children

in the study samples regardless of age. The expression of

distress behavior varied with both age and sex, with younger

children tending to exhibit a greater variety of anxious

behaviors over a longer period of time than older children,

and females tending to exhibit higher levels of anxiety than

males across age groups. While this study is limited in

scope by its focus on responses to a specific, single

procedure, it illustrates the anxiety-provoking nature of
the clinic for these children who must be in regular attendance.
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Having concluded that children with cancer have higher

levels of anxiety, across age groups, than do other children

and having documented its various manifestations in the

behavioral repertoires of these children, both as in-patients

and as out-patients, a review of further studies which focus

on other possible social and emotional concomitants of

childhood cancer is in order. The evaluation of the psycho-

logical sequelae of pediatric cancer is a complex, significant

and relatively unresearched area. Although few studies with

regard to the emotional adjustment of pediatric cancer

patients have been undertaken, indications from some studies

suggest the possibility of abnormal emotional development

among these children. The potential for a degree of emotional

maladjustment might be assumed due to the length and intensity

of the required treatments, the potential disruptions of

important developmental stages during childhood, and the

possibily fatal nature of the disease. However, evidence

presented by other authors, based on follow-up studies of

long-term survivors of pediatric cancer, suggests that good

psychosocial adjustment can be expected for the majority of

survivors. Those studies concerned with the emotional

adjustment of childhood cancer patients will be reviewed.

Moore, Holton, and Marten (1969) described the psycho-

logical effects of having cancer which are unique to the

adolescent patient. These authors noted that the problems

adolescent patients experience are complex ones, since the
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presence of a malignant illness, with the necessity for

undergoing long-term therapy, is an additional stress to

the natural psychosocial and physiological stresses inherent

during adolescent maturation. Based on their personal

interviews with 182 adolescent patients and on information

obtained from clinic, progress, and nurses' notes and from

personal correspondence, the authors concluded that the

psychological problems exhibited by adolescent patients fall

into four categories: alteration in body image; alteration

in self-concept; difficulty with both adult and peer inter-

personal relationships; and questions about the future, such

as education and career, marriage and death.

On the basis of interviews with the mothers of 23

school-age leukemic children, McCarthy (1975), as part of a

broader study, reported that 16 of the children were consi-

dered to be making good progress in school, two to three

years after diagnosis. The other seven children, according

to their mothers, experienced such problems in school as

lack of self-confidence, not playing freely with other

children, and slower academic progress. At home, there was

some indication of behavioral problems for six of the

children, as assessed by a non-standardized child behavior

questionnaire. This brief checklist contained items

describing symptoms of anxiety, depression, aggression, and

psychosomatic concerns. However, the rate of agreement with

items on the questionnaire was not reported by the author,
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and the results cannot be compared with the general popu-

lation.

Holmes and Holmes (1975) examined the life style and

life quality of 124 individuals who had survived childhood

cancer for longer than ten years by issuing a questionnaire,

which requested specific information regarding their overall

adjustment, to these former patients. Based on their

responses to the questionnaire, the authors concluded that

the majority of former patients had made excellent adjust-

ments and had matured to live essentially normal lives.

Ninety patients reported that their cancer really had little

overall effect on their present lives, and 13 identified

their experience as positive rather than negative. Nearly

half had married and more than a fourth had children. Over

one-fourth of those who were both unmarried and over 20 years

of age regarded their previous illness or disability as a

factor hindering consideration of marriage. All but 14 of

the 124 former patients had attained educational status

commensurate with their pre-morbid expectations. Half of

these individuals had either gained some education beyond

high school or were still attending high school. Only 15 of

the 124 former patients were not working or not attending

school, and the careers of the other 109 represented a fair

cross-section of occupations in America. The authors

concluded that the vast majority of former cancer patients

enjoyed a normal or nearly normal life style, which reflected

both purpose and accomplishment.
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In an effort to understand how seriously ill children

present themselves socially, Burns and Zweig (1980)

attempted to measure the self-concepts of pediatric cancer

out-patients and to compare their reported self-concepts to

those of normal children. The Draw-A-Face Test (DAF), a

nonverbal projective drawing test which provides an estimate

of self-concept across various personality dimensions or

social behavior preferences, was the measurement instrument

employed by the authors. With the exception of one picture,

no significant differences were found between the DAF scores

for the sick and healthy children. On the picture where a

significant difference was found, the sick children chose to

identify more than did healthy children with the person who

was nicer to his or her friends. According to the authors,

the finding that the reported self-concepts of the childhood

cancer patients are equivalent in score to those of the

healthy children might be attributed to the possibility that

the ill children's scores were artificially inflated by

denial of a poor self-concept, in accordance with the

findings of Burton (1974) that dying children often rely on

denial as a means of coping with their illness.

Koocher, O'Malley, Gogan, and Foster (1980) investigated

the global psychosocial adjustment of 114 former pediatric

cancer patients, who were at least 60 months beyond diagnosis.

Each patient was assigned an adjustment rating by a psychia-

trist, on the basis of interview material and a mental status
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examination, and by a clinical psychologist, on the basis of

projective test responses and general relating ability.

When the adjustment ratings were combined, 47 patients were

considered to be in the "Good Adjustment" group and 67 in

the "Adjustment Problems" group. In an effort to search

out those factors which contribute to differences between

well-adjusted former cancer patients and those with mild-to-

substantial psychological difficulties, each patient's

responses to the Vineland Social Maturity Scale, Depression,

Anxiety, and Death Anxiety checklists, and the Index of

Adjustment and Values, which had been administered previously,

were then scored. Intellectual functioning estimates were

assessed from responses to abbreviated versions of either the

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale or the Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children, depending upon the age of the respondent.

On the basis of these measures, Koocher et al. (1980)

determined that a significant number of children who survive

pediatric cancer did experience remaining psychological

repercussions, such as residual depression, anxiety, and

poor self-esteem. Those former patients who experienced the

most difficulty in psychosocial adjustment, as a group, also

had less effective socialization and self-help skills and

less effective intellectual functioning than did those

former patients in the "Good Adjustment" group. Addition-

ally, the data suggested that the greater the number of

years since onset of the disease and the younger the age
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at the time of diagnosis and treatment, the less likely one

was to experience adjustment problems later. Interestingly,

scores on the Death Anxiety Questionnaire did not signifi-

cantly differentiate between patients in the "Good Adjustment"

group and those in the '"Adjustment Problems" group, although

the latter group did express a greater preoccupation with

fears of "illness" or "handicap" in relation to cancer rather

than an immediate fear of death as a result of their illness.

Several authors have reported on the appearance of

various emotional or behavioral disorders which, although

evident in the child population at large, may take on special

significance when displayed by childhood cancer patients.

While, for the most part, rather isolated cases of such

problems are presented by these authors, it appears that

these do merit comment in a general discussion of potential

psychological difficulties precipitated by the diagnosis and

treatment of pediatric cancer. School phobia, symbiotic

regressive behavior patterns, and night terrors are specific

examples of the possible disorders which have been reported

in the literature on childhood cancer.

Futterman and Hoffman (1970) presented a case description

of transient school phobia, in a seven.and one half-year-old

leukemic girl. School phobia, which is considered to be a

separation anxiety disorder, is described by Schaefer and

Millman (1974) as

An exaggerated, often illogical, fear of attending

school. It may represent general fear of separation



from mother. . . . The child with school phobia protects

himself from intense anxiety by not attending school.

Somatic complaints are frequent and usually disappear

once school has been successfully avoided (p. 87).

The authors suggested that what distinguishes the school
phobia pattern of the childhood cancer patient from that of
other children is the fact that an actual threat of irre-

versible separation, death, plays a major role in the origin

of the phobia.

Lansky, Lowman, Vats, and Gyulay (1975), based on their

interviews with -pediatric cancer patients and their families,
reported on 11 cases of school phobia which were identified

during a 12-month period. These 11 children represented at
least ten percent of the total number of children with

malignant neoplasms under their care during this period.
Because the estimated incidence of school phobia in the

school-age population is 1.7 percent per year (Kennedy,

1965), the ten percent reported for these children with

cancer is high in comparison. According to the authors, the
features of school phobia which are unique to the pediatric

cancer patients include both the high rate of occurrence and
severe regression to a much earlier level of development.

Another phenomenon involving regression, symbiotic

regressive behavior pattern, has been noted to occur in a
population of pediatric oncology patients. Lansky and

18
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Gendel (1978) reported on 12 patients who were considered to

exhibit this pattern based on indications of both marked

regression and extreme separation anxiety in the behavioral

repertoires of these children. The 12 patients were identi-

fied from among 300 patients with malignancies treated during

a five-year period. According to the authors, a pattern of

symbiotic regression is characterized by a severe separation

anxiety in the sick child and a parent, usually the mother,

and by extreme social and physical isolation of the parent-

child unit which continues to exist in the home situation

while the child is in remission. Although the child is

physically capable of engaging in most pre-illness activities,

he or she continues to perpetuate the sick role with regres-

sive demands and physical complaints. In this study, the

mothers of children who exhibited this behavior pattern and

who eventually succumbed to their disease, made very poor

post-death adjustment.

Finally, Kellerman (1979) presented a case description

of a three-year-old leukemic girl, who exhibited a one-month

history of persistent, recurring night terrors. The author,

who attempted to relate psychological aspects of childhood

cancer and its treatment to the development of the night

terrors, hypothesized that the night terrors represented an

anxiety reaction in response to her illness and to the

multiple medical procedures required in the treatment of her

illness. A behavioral intervention approach, directed both
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toward reducing the child's anxiety in response to maternal

separation and medical procedures and toward reinforcing

appropriate sleep patterns, was effective in eliminating the

night terrors of this child. The author, who regarded the

psychological trauma related to the illness and its treat-

ment as an etiological factor in this case, noted that

reactions to psychological trauma are often idiosyncratic.

On the basis of this report, therefore, we are unable to

regard night terrors per se as a frequent problem among the

pediatric cancer population. Rather, the night terrors

experienced by this child are considered to be the particular

symptomatic response to the psychological trauma imposed by

her illness, while various other behavioral symptoms may be

displayed by other such children in response to the anxiety

imposed by their illnesses.

In summary, indications from previous research suggest

that pediatric oncology patients are likely to experience a

high degree of both generalized anxiety and anxiety in

response to specific medical procedures which they undergo

during the course of their treatment regimen. Although the

manner in which such anxieties are expressed may vary

according to the developmental level of the patients, the

concerns of these children are related to the seriousness of

their illness and do not necessarily disappear during

remission of the disease.
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Potential problem areas for school-age children include

self-confidence, social involvement with other children,

academic progress, and behavior at home; however, the

majority of children are considered to display few major

problems in these areas. The findings of one study indicate

that the reported self-concepts of childhood cancer patients

are similar to those of a control group of healthy children,

although the possibility of distorted findings due to denial

was offered for consideration by the authors of the study.

School phobia, symbiotic regressive behavior patterns, and

night terrors are examples, cited in the literature on

childhood cancer, of the potential emotional disorders which

may take on special significance when displayed by childhood

cancer patients. Adolescent cancer patients may demonstrate

concerns with regard to alteration in body image and self-

concept, difficulty in interpersonal relationships, and the

uncertainties of their future.

Follow-up studies concerned with the emotional adjustment

of former pediatric cancer patients have reached mixed conclu-

sions. Based on responses to a follow-up questionnaire, the

authors of one study concluded that the majority of former

patients have made excellent adjustments and now enjoy a

normal or nearly normal style of life. On the other hand,

the results of another follow-up study which investigated

the psychosocial adjustment of 114 former pediatric cancer

patients indicated that nearly 59 percent of these individuals
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demonstrated mild-to-substantial psychological difficulties

such as residual depression, anxiety, and poor self-esteem.

Parental Responses and Coping Behavior

In considering previous research concerning the psycho-

logical effects of oncologic diseases and their treatments

on children with cancer, it is also important to regard

these children in the context of their familial environments.

A diagnosis of pediatric cancer precipitates a crisis for

the family. Goldberg (1981) states that "the contraction of

cancer by any of its members is a psychological trauma to

the family unit as well as to the individual" (p. 263).

Because the family may be thought of as a dynamic system

whereby a change in one family member will effect change

in other members of the family, the adjustment of the child-

hood cancer patient to his or her altered status may be

related to the manner in which the family responds and

adjusts to this family crisis. The attitudes and behavior

of the parents provide the child with a framework for

understanding and accepting his or her illness (Ross, 1978).
As caretakers responsible for the well-being and support of
a child being treated for cancer, how do parents respond to
and cope with the stresses imposed by the trauma of childhood

cancer within their family unit?

Diseases such as leukemia, which may entail a number of
remissions and relapses, may complicate the emotional adjust-
ment of both the child and the parents. While parents may
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hope that their child will be one of those who survive, they

also are aware that, for many pediatric cancer patients, the

disease is eventually a fatal one. Faced with a future of

uncertainty, adaptation to the illness of their child is

difficult. Futterman and Hoffman (1973) note that parents

are faced with several apparently contradictory adaptive

tasks among which they must reach a balance. These include:

acknowledging the ultimate loss of their child, while

maintaining hope; attending to the immediate needs of the

situation, while planning for the future; cherishing the

child, while allowing him or her to separate; expressing

disturbing feelings, while maintaining day-to-day functioning;

delegating care of the child to medical personnel, while

maintaining active care; trusting the physician, while

recognizing his or her limitations; and preparing for the

child's death through gradual emotional detachment, while

caring for the child.

Kubler-Ross (1969) has identified five stages that

dying patients and their families experience emotionally:

denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.

Several authors have reported that the parents of children

with cancer undergo similar stages of adaptive behavior

(Fond, 1972; Heffron, Bommelaere, & Masters, 1973; Kartha

& Ertal, 1976; Knapp & Hansen, 1973). According to Fond
(1972), the families of critically ill children work through

this same sequential grieving process, although the process
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may be quite cyclic in nature, with no reliable time indices

and with the stages rarely sharply defined.

Each family confronts and copes with the challenges of

the constantly changing medical and psychological situation

imposed by pediatric cancer and its treatment in its own

unique manner. Because the way crises are dealt with is

influenced by both personality structure and previous life

experiences, previous patterns of personality and family

functioning may become apparent during the course of child-

hood cancer (Friedman, Chodoff, Mason, & Hamburg, 1963;

Ross, 1978-1979; Smith et al., 1969). However, observations

of and interviews with the parents of pediatric cancer

patients indicate that there do tend to be common trends in

the reactions and responses of these families during their

experience with childhood cancer. There is general agreement

among the authors of previous studies that the most stressful

periods of time for families of children who are being treated

for cancer include diagnosis and relapse. For families in

which the child does not survive, the most stressful periods,

along with diagnosis and relapse, also include the time that

therapy fails and the child dies (Binger et al. , 1969;

Heffron et al., 1973; Johnson et al., 1979; Stehbens et al.,

1974).

Parents' reactions upon learning that their child has

cancer include feelings of shock, varying degrees of denial

and disbelief, sadness (Friedman et al., 1963; Kartha et al.,
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1976; Lansky, 1974; Stehbens et al., 1974) and anger (Ross,

1978-1979). Johnson et al. (1979) note that, at the time of

diagnosis, parents may be faced with crisis-provoking issues

of treatment such as the necessity to give informed consent

to randomization, which implies that the most effective

method of treatment for the child's illness is yet to be

discovered. Another major concern expressed by parents may

be their child's acceptance of and adjustment to the neces-

sary and painful medical procedures (Johnson et al., 1979).

While there is an intellectual acceptance of the

diagnosis and its implications, emotional acceptance is

delayed until a later point (Friedman et al., 1963). Parents

usually retain little of the information which they may be

given at the time they are informed of the diagnosis; there-

fore, the facts of the child's medical status may have to

be repeated frequently before the parents accept a realistic

expectation for the future (Johnson et al., 1979; Knapp et al.,

1973). Guilt and self-blame often will become apparent

during the early stage, but such feelings are typically

transient when the parents are reassured that they neither

could have caused nor could they have prevented the child's

illness (Friedman et al., 1963; Ross, 1978-1979; Stehbens

et al., 1974). In order to construct an explanation for
their child's having contracted cancer, parents frequently

engage in an extensive search for additional information

about the disease (Chodoff et al., 1964; Friedman et al.,

1963; Stehbens et al., 1974).
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The initial stage of shock for the parents generally

passes with the symptoms of the child's illness (Knapp et

al., 1973). As treatment progresses and a remission is

attained, parents begin to look forward to the time when the

child will be discharged from the hospital and will return

home; at the same time, however, they may be concerned about

resuming major responsibility for the child's care (Chodoff

et al., 1964). Once the child is in remission, the interim

period may be one of relative calm for the family. The

parents are required to bring the child to the hospital

clinic on a regular basis for treatment procedures and

progress checks, and this need for clinic care is generally

understood and accepted by the parents (Stehbens et al.,

1974).

During remission, it is important that the parents

understand the importance of treating the child as normally

as possible, while taking into consideration the seriousness

of the child's illness (Johnson et al., 1979). Although

parents are urged to maintain consistency in setting reason-

able limits on the child's behavior, there is a tendency

for some parents to engage in over-protection and over-

indulgence (Friedman et al., 1963; Johnson et al., 1979;

Lansky, 1974; Smith et al., 1969). Such behaviors on the

part of the parents may serve to frighten the child, who may

react by testing the parents and increasing his or her

demands on the family until discipline becomes a problem.
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Additionally, other family members may respond to the child

with resentment and jealousy, followed by feelings of guilt

for being jealous of the child who has cancer.

The stresses which parents experience during the

illness of their child can produce strain on their marital

relationship, particularly if problems already exist in the

marriage at the time of diagnosis (Johnson et al., 1979).

Several authors (Binger et al., 1969; Johnson et al., 1979;

Lansky, 1974; Lascari, 1978) have noted that many fathers

find ways to distance themselves from ongoing involvement

with their sick child and their stressed families. When the

burden of day-to-day care falls chiefly to the mothers, it

is important for those working with the families of

pediatric cancer patients to elicit the involvement of the

fathers. Although some authors have reported an increased

incidence of separation or divorce among couples who are

parents of a childhood cancer patient, the authors of a

recent study (Lansky, Cairns, Hassanein, Wehr, & Lowman,

1978), who compared the divorce rate for parents of 191

children being treated for cancer over a seven-year period

at a medical center in Kansas with that of divorce statistics

in the two states in which the patients lived, found the

divorce rate for parents of pediatric cancer patients to be

no different from that of the general population. As a

second step in the research of these authors, the Arnold

sign indicator analysis of the MMPI was used to measure
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marital stress in 38 intact couples whose children were

treated for cancer. The results indicated that these

parents experienced significant marital disharmony, which

was associated with the diagnosis of cancer per se, without

resorting to divorce.

Friedman et al. (1963) has defined coping behavior as

"a term that has been used to denote all of the mechanisms

utilized by an individual to meet significant threat to his

psychological stability and to enable him to function

effectively" (p. 616). According to these authors, the coping

mechanisms of a parent whose child is a cancer patient are

to be evaluated in terms of how such behavior contributes to

or interferes with meeting the needs of the child and the

family and dealing effectively with the reality of the

situation, while serving to protect the parents by keeping

anxiety and depression within tolerable limits.

Share (1972) has summarized the findings of earlier

research on the coping and communication of parents of

leukemic children (Bozeman, Orbach, & Sutherland, 1955;

Friedman et al., 1963; Hamovitch, 1964; Hoffman & Futterman,

1971; Kaplan, 1971; Lowenberg, 1970; Naterson et al., 1960;

Richmond & Waisman, 1955; Weiner, 1970) and has identified

the various phases of the crisis and the specific coping

tasks which the parents much accomplish. Upon hearing

that their child has cancer, parents are usually over-

whelmed and respond with fluctuating feelings of shock,
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disbelief, anger, guilt, and sorrow, with denial as the

prominent defense. According to Ross (1978), there is

usually the implicit, if not explicit, awareness of the

possibility of death. Under the threat of such emotions,

the parents may feel threatened with a sense of helplessness

and hopelessness.

The middle phase involves attempts at intellectual

mastery followed by concern with daily management of the

child's physical care. With the impact of the diagnosis and

the awareness that the child's life is in danger, the process

of anticipatory mourning begins, but usually does not come

into focus until a later stage. Anticipatory grief, first

described by Lindemann (1944), entails coping in advance

with an inevitable loss, and its function is to rehearse

the bereavement process (Weismann, 1979). The development

of anticipatory mourning is associated with the change from

a purely intellectual to an emotional acceptance of the

potentially fatal nature of the child's illness (Chodoff,

Friedman, & Hamburg, 1964).

The final phase, therefore, involves an emotional

acceptance of the disease and the resumption of the antici-

patory mourning process. Effective coping for the parents

of children who die requires that they accomplish some of

the grief work prior to the child's death, and this is

facilitated by both mutual expression of feeling and

provision of support by the parents (Kaplan, 1971; Verwoerdt,
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1966). However, if the parents become invested in their

mourning when they first accept the diagnosis, there is a

danger of either premature emotional separation from the

child which can result in his or her abandonment, whether

actual or emotional (Travis, 1976), or in persistent clinging

to the child (Ross, 1978).

Although parents must face the fact that their child's

illness is a potentially fatal one, it is important that they

maintain hope that their child will survive. Futterman,

Hoffman, and Sabshin (1972) suggest that the persistence of

hope by the parents does not require the need to intellec-

tually deny the child's possible prognosis. In fact, as

Ross (1978) notes, the persistence of hope for a more favor-

able outcome is essential, for without it the parents will

be unable to face each day, to help their child to endure

painful medical procedures, and to help their child adjust

to and accept his or her illness. For throughout the course

of the illness, the child remains very much alive and continues

to need effective parents who love him or her as before.

Other Serious,, Chronic Illnesses of Childhood

If pediatric cancer now is being regarded as a chronic,

potentially life-threatening disease, one may consider

whether there are similarities in the psychosocial implica-

tions for the children with cancer and their families and

for the children with other serious, chronic illnesses and

their families. Research with children who have other serious,
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chronic illnesses suggest that the emotional sequelae for

them are similar in some aspects to those of children who

have cancer. All such children are subjected to a variety

of emotionally stressful situations, often of a recurring

nature. These may include periods of separation from

parents; restriction of activity, sensory impairment, and

isolation; dependency and lack of consistency; pain and

deformity; threat of death; regular use of medications which

may affect alertness or behavior; and multiple absences from

school (Steinhauer, Mushin, & Rae-Grant, 1974).

In reviewing studies of children with serious, chronic

illnesses and their families, it becomes evident that these

children share several areas of potential difficulties as a

result of their common experiences. Such difficulties also

have been reported for children with cancer, as described

previously. Feelings of marked anxiety regarding their

illness have been noted in children with congenital heart

disease (Travis, 1976), cystic fibrosis (Burton, 1975;

Lawler, Nakielny, & Wright, 1966; Spock & Stedman, 1966;

Troupauer, Franz, & Delgard, 1970), and diabetes (Craig, 1977).

Depression has been reported as a problem for children with

cystic fibrosis (Lawler et al., 1966; Spock et al., 1966).

Interruption of regular school attendance and adjustment

difficulties at school have been noted among children with

congenital heart disease (Travis, 1976), cystic fibrosis

(McCollum & Gibson, 1970), diabetes (Travis, 1976) and
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muscular dystrophy (Travis, 1976). Additionally, peer

relationship problems have been indicated for children with

cystic fibrosis (Burton, 1975; McCollum et al., 1970;

Travis, 1976; Tropauer et al., 1970), congenital heart

disease (Glaser, Harrison, & Lynn, 1964), diabetes (Johnson,

1980), and muscular dystrophy (Travis, 1976).

With regard to the parents, inability to discipline,

over-protection, and over-indulgence are problems which have

been noted for mothers of children with congenital heart

disease (Glaser et al., 1964; Travis, 1976), cystic fibrosis

(Burton, 1975; Tropauer et al., 1970) diabetes (Sandler &

Sandler, 1977), and muscular dystrophy (Kornfeld & Siegel,

1979). Travis (1976) has noted a tendency in families of

chronically ill children for the fathers to abdicate respon-

sibility and to spend increased amounts of time away from

the home, which may result in an unusually close relationship

between the mother and the sick child. Such distortion of

relationships has been reported in families of children with

muscular dystrophy and diabetes. Additionally, strained

marital relationships have been noted for parents of children

with cystic fibrosis (Lawler et al., 1966), and muscular

dystrophy (Kornfeld et al., 1979).

Although children with serious, chronic illnesses do

share some experiences with regard to their illnesses, it

seems likely that the specific characteristics of their

particular disease may contribute to the varying degrees of
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social and emotional adjustment and maladjustment evidenced

by children with chronic illness. According to Travis

(1976), the following are among the similarities and differ-

ences of various diagnostic categories to be considered:

the degree and manner of family burden, such as sleep

interruption, physical burdens, complicated special diets,

and extra housekeeping; the degree of financial burdens;

the need for housing adaptation; the physical pain, social

isolation, and unpredictability of crises with resultant

disturbance in family life-style; the differences in school

experience; and factors affecting the manner of death in the

illnesses which are fatal. Steinhauer et al., (1974) note

that the following factors will influence the families'

response to the illness: the severity of the illness, the

likely prognosis, and the availability of effective treatment;

whether the disease is congenital or acquired; the age at

onset of the illness and of diagnosis; the presence of

pre-existing emotional disturbances within the family; the

nature and effects of the illness itself; the effects of

program of home management and restrictions on family life;

the presence or absence of other affected siblings; repeated

hospitalizations and surgical procedures; and the cost of

the illness. Additionally, it seems likely that whether or

not the disease is genetically transmitted will influence

the responses of the children and their families.
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Specific factors of several serious, chronic illnesses

which pose potential problems for the child and his or her

family will be reviewed. The prognosis for cystic fibrosis

has impmved such that the affected child now can expect to

survive through adolescence into adulthood. Life for these

children, however, is burdened by constant medication,

complex management of postural drainage procedures, and

attention to diet. The child with cystic fibrosis has to

cope with frequent periods of illness, poor exercise toler-

ance, and such embarrassing symptoms as troublesome cough

and flatulence and stool odor. Other aspects to be

considered include the fact that the illness is hereditary

and the enormous degree of parental involvement and dedica-

tion required for successful medical treatment.

Children with serious congenital heart disease must

cope with a variety of symptoms including poor physical

development, frequent respiratory infections, clubbing of

fingers and toes, fatigue and shortness of breath, poor

exercise tolerance, and heart murmurs (Travis, 1976).

Treatment may be directed toward close medical supervision

and home management until the child is old enough to assure

the best prognosis for surviving heart surgery. Both the

anticipation of and the actual experience of major heart

surgery may further influence the adjustment of the child

and his or her family.



Juvenile onset diabetes mellitus, or Type 1 diabetes,

is a life-threatening metabolic, endocrine disorder in which

the lack of insulin production by the pancreas prevents the

utilization of carbohydrates for energy and strength.

Because there is no cure for diabetes, the goal of treatment

is the maintenance of good metabolic control. The diabetic

child is dependent upon daily injections of insulin for the

metabolism of carbohydrates. These children must maintain

equilibrium among the energy they expend, the food they eat,

and the hormone they inject in order to avoid hypoglycemic

episodes and ketoacidosis. In addition to the constant

monitoring of food intake and daily injections, frequent

testing of the urine and blood is necessary in order to

determine the degree of metabolic control. Even with

optimal treatment and care, the average juvenile diabetic

will have his or her life expectancy decreased by 30 percent
from the time the condition becomes active (Fried, 1984).
Disability and death occur primarily from microangiopathy,

nephropathy, neuropathy, and retinopathy, complications

which often accompany the disease.

The most common form of muscular dystrophy is

Duchenne's muscular dystrophy, a genetically determined,

degenerative myopathic disease which primarily affects young
boys. Birth and development are normal, and these children
are commonly asymptomatic until approximately three to five
years of age. The course of the disease is determined by

35
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the rate and distribution of muscular weakness, but the

progression is generally predictable from weakness to partial

crippling to total helplessness to death. Treatment is

directed toward prolonging ambulation and preventing or

managing contractures, pulmonary complications, and other

complications common to wheelchair and bed patients. Accor-

ding to Travis (1976), the disease is physically painless.

Because there are no remissions, however, there are no "good

periods" during which the family and child can relax and

renew their hopes. Families are faced with the immense

physical burdens of caring for an increasingly helpless

child. The child with Duchenne's muscular dystrophy must

cope with the fact that he is growing weaker and more depen-

dent upon his parents and with the isolation imposed by his

progressive ambulatory difficulties.

The characteristics of childhood cancer differ in many

ways from other serious, chronic illnesses. Following the

initial crisis of diagnosis and intensive treatment to

induce remission, life for the pediatric cancer patient and

his or her family may return to a period of relative calm.

Even during remission, however, when all symptoms of the

disease have disappeared, the required maintenance medication,

the side effects of treatment such as alopecia, and the

periodic clinic visits for testing of blood, bone marrow, and

spinal fluid are reminders to the child and the family of the

initial crisis and the uncertain future. The effects of such
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experiences on the child's emotional development have

received relatively little research attention. As noted by

Eiser (1979), if the emotional needs of children with cancer

can be documented and compared with those of children with

other serious, chronic diseases, it will be possible to

isolate those aspects of disease in childhood which have the

most serious repercussions for healthy psychological develop-

ment and to provide more systematic counseling and rehabili-

tation for these children and their families.

Statement of the Problem

With the improving prognosis for childhood cancer which

enables us to consider cure as the norm rather than the

exception, van Eys (1977) notes that it now is necessary for

those involved in the treatment of pediatric cancer patients

to keep the future of these children, and not just their

cancer, in mind. Truly cured children, the ultimate goal

for pediatric oncology services, are not only biologically

healthy, but developmentally normal and mentally, socially,

and physically well-adjusted as well (van Eys, 1977).

According to this author, a major obstacle to normal develop-

ment for these children may be the adults' concept of the

illness, which results in a self-concept and environment

which are counter-productive.

Ideally, parents of healthy children and parents of

children who have cancer will share similar expectations for

their children (Peterson & Peterson, 1977). According to
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these authors, both will hope that their child is developing

without unnecessary handicap, toward a fully functioning,

productive, independent individual. For those parents of

the childhood cancer patient, however, the hope that their

child will achieve these expectations is threatened by the

possibility of his or her death, by treatment of the disease,

and by the consequent disruption of the family unit (Fond,

1972; Mann, 1974; Peterson et al., 1977). Despite such

disruption, the family remains the most consistent, normal-

izing influence in the child's life. In attempting to

attain the goal of well-adjusted, truly cured children, it

is vital to include the families of these children in such

efforts by pediatric oncology services.

The family's perceptions of the child are important

influences on the child's overall adjustment. Within the

family, the child's adjustment is due, at least in part, to

the mother's perceptions of the child. The present study is

proposed as an initial attempt both to provide information

regarding the manner in which mothers whose children have

cancer perceive the personalities of their children and to

identify any common emotional difficulties which children

who undergo treatment for leukemia may experience.

Purpose of the Study

Limited information regarding the adjustment and

emotional well-being of the childhood cancer patient is
provided in the psychological literature at this time. The
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need for such information becomes all the more urgent due

both to the improved prognosis for many of these patients

and to the increasing numbers of patients who are maintaining

lengthy remissions and may indeed be cured of their disease.

For those involved in the treatment of pediatric oncology

patients and their families, there remains a crucial need to

determine whether there are predictable detrimental conse-

quences of the diagnostic and treatment processes and to

determine how such psychological and social difficulties

may be reduced or prevented.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate how

the mothers of pediatric leukemia patients perceive the

personality characteristics of their children and to assess

whether there are any uniform patterns in their perceptions

which are significantly different from those of parents

whose children either have serious, chronic illnesses- other

than cancer or have no major health concerns. The null

hypothesis, which states that no differences exist in the

perceptions of the personality characteristics of their

children among mothers whose children are leukemia patients,

mothers whose children have other serious, chronic illnesses,

and mothers whose children have no major health concerns,

will be tested.
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CHAPTER II

Method

Subjects

Subjects included the mothers of 24 children who are

being treated at a children's hospital for acute lymphatic

leukemia, at least three months post-diagnosis, the mothers

of 24 children who are being treated for either cystic

fibrosis or diabetes, and the mothers of 24 children without

major health concerns who were matched to the pediatric

leukemia patients on the following variables: age, sex,

race, and socioeconomic status. The children of these 72

mothers were between the ages of three and fifteen years,

with a mean age of eight years (SD = 3.36). Forty-one of

the children were male, and thirty-one were female. All

children were from the same metropolitan area. Their mothers

participated voluntarily in this study.

Instrument

The Personality Inventory for Children. The assessment

measure utilized was the Personality Inventory for Children

(PIC; Wirt, Lachar, Klinedinst, & Seat, 1977), which is an

empirically and rationally constructed instrument designed

to provide comprehensive and clinically relevant personality

descriptions of children. Based upon the Minnesota Multi-

pahsic Personality Inventory (MMPI) construction model, the

PIC was standardized on nearly 2400 normal boys and girls
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ages six to 16 years and nearly 200 normal boys and girls

ages three to five years.

The scale consists of 600 items to which the respondent,

usually the mother, answers True or False regarding her

perceptions of the child's attitudes, behavior, and family

relationships. Although the items yield a total of 33 scales,

the 16 primary scales, including three validity, one screening,

and 12 clinical scales, are presented on profile forms.

Separate norms and profiles are available for males and

females and for ages three to five and six to 16 years within

each sex.

The empirically derived scales include the following:

F, Defensiveness, Adjustment, Achievement, Intellectual

Screening, Delinquency, Psychosis, and Hyperactivity. Most

of these scales were constructed by means of a method

developed by Darlington (Darlington, 1963; Darlington &

Bishop, 1966), which makes possible the use of all items and

the iteration of validity comparisons so that optimum scale

validity is reached (Wirt et al., 1977). Using this method,

scale score to criterion validity correlations for these

scales ranged from .76 to .93 (Wirt et al., 1977).

The remaining scales were developed by means of a

rational approach. These scales include the following: Lie,

Development, Somatic Concern, Depression, Family Relations,

Withdrawal, Anxiety, and Social Skills. These scales

followed essentially content validation procedures, in which
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items initially were chosen on the basis of experienced

judges' nominations or ratings for scale relevance (Anastasi,

1982). According to Anastasi (1982), construct validation

of these scales was contributed to by assessment of internal

consistency of item responses within scales and factor

analysis of items. Using such methods, internal consistency

estimates for these scales ranged from .62 to .84 in the

normative sample (Wirt et al., 1977). Further evidence for

and discussion of the validity of the PIC may be found in the

Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (Cornell, 1985t

Lachar, Gdowski, & Snyder, 1984, 1985).

Test-retest reliability estimates from three studies

are provided in the PIC manual (Wirt et al., 1977). The

average reliability coefficient for the 16 profile scales

was .86 in the first study, .71 in the second study, and

.89 in the third study.

The validity determinants include the Lie, F, and

Defensiveness scales, which are designed to identify deviant

or defensive response sets. The Adjustment scale, a screening

scale, is constructed to identify children in need of

psychological evaluation. The Clinical scales include the

following: Achievement, designed to identify children with

significant academic retardation; Intellectual Screening,

designed to identify impaired intellectual functioning;

Development, designed to measure poor intellectual and

physical development; Somatic Concern, constructed to measure

health-related variables, including appetite, energy, strength



and frequency of and adjustment to illness; Depression,

designed to reflect childhood depression; Family Relations,

designed to measure family effectiveness and cohesion;

Delinquency, constructed to identify delinquent, antisocial

tendencies; Withdrawal, designed to measure withdrawal from

social situations and preference for isolative activities;

Anxiety, constructed to measure various manifestations of

anxiety such as limited frustration tolerance, irrational

fears, and behavioral and psychological correlates of anxiety;

Psychosis, designed to differentiate psychotic children from

normal, nonpsychotic behaviorally disturbed, and retarded

children; Hyperactivity, designed to identify children who

display behavioral characteristics associated with the

"hyperkinetic syndrome"; and Social Skills, constructed to

reflect effective social relations.

The supplemental scales include the following: Adoles-

cent Maladjustment; Aggression; Asocial Behavior; Cerebral

Dysfunction; Delinquency Prediction; Ego Strength; Excitement;

Externalization and Internalization; Infrequency; Introversion-

Extroversion; K; Learning Disabilities Prediction; Reality

Distortion; Sex Role; Social Desirability; and Somatization.

Procedure

The mothers of the two groups of ill children were

contacted during their children's visits to the hospital

clinics in order to request their participation for this

study. Each parent was introduced to the investigator by
either the physician or the nurse. The purpose of the study
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was explained, and the method of assessment was described by

the investigator. This information also was presented to

each parent in a typewritten Summary Statement, which included

an Informed Consent Form (see Appendix A). After their will-

ingness to participate was ascertained, appointments for testing

were scheduled which coincided with the patients' clinic

visits. Parents were informed that an interpretation of the

testing results would be available and that the interpretation

would be scheduled upon completion of testing.

At the time of testing, the PIC was issued to each mother

along with the recommended instructions. Additionally, each

parent was administered a background information questionnaire

which was designed especially for this study. The purpose of

the questionnaire was to obtain descriptive biographical data

about these families and to obtain information regarding the

variables of age, sex, race, and socioeconomic status which

were used to match the healthy children to the leukemia

patients. A copy of this questionnaire may be found in

Appendix B. Inventories not completed at scheduled times

were finished at home. The investigator summarized the

testing results for each parent during a later clinic visit.

When schedule conflicts prevented a parent from receiving a

personal interpretation, she received from the investigator

a letter which contained a summary of the testing results.

In order to gain a matched control group of mothers

whose children have no major health concerns, the adminis-

trators of community centers, day care programs, and scout
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troops in the same metropolitan area as the hospitals were

contacted to request their participation for this study.

During visits to their facilities, the investigator approached

members of the control group in the same manner and for the

same purposes as the mothers of the two groups of ill children.

A similar procedure was followed in testing and interpretation

of results for the control group as for the other two groups

of participants.

Each PIC was scored in the standard manner, and a profile

form was completed for each. In order to analyze the data,

each participant was assigned to one of three groups according

to the health status of her child: (a) leukemia group, which

consisted of mothers whose children are ALL patients; (b)

other illness group, which consisted of mothers whose children

are either cystic fibrosis or diabetes patients; and (c)

healthy group, which consisted of mothers whose children have

no major health concerns. Group profiles were interpreted

using the suggested ranges of Lachar and Gdowski (1979) and

Wirt et al. (1977) on each of the sixteen major PIC scales.



CHAPTER III

Results

A simple analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on
each of the sixteen PIC scales to determine whether significant
differences exist in the perceptions of the personality charac-
teristics of their children among mothers of the leukemia group,
mothers of the other illness group, and mothers of the healthy
group. Because of the large number of ANOVAs required, a .01
significance level was adopted to determine the presence of any
statistically significant differences among the three groups
and to avoid the possibility of Type 1 errors. On scales where
the ANOVA indicated rejection of the null hypothesis, a multiple
comparison using the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure (Winer,
1971) was performed to determine which pairs of group means
differed significantly.

Using the above method for data analysis, significant

differences among groups were found for the following scales:
F, Adjustment, Achievement, Somatic Concern, Depression,

Withdrawal, Anxiety, Psychosis, and Social Skills. No
significant differences were yielded for the Lie, Defensive-
ness, Intellectual Screening, Development, Family Relations,
Delinquency, and Hyperactivity scales. In this section, only
the results for scales which yielded significant differences
have been presented. The results for scales on which there
were not significant differences among groups appear in
Appendix C. Group means and standard deviations for these

scales also are presented in Appendix C.
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Simple ANOVA for the three validity scales revealed a

significant difference among the three groups only for the

F scale (F = 11.00, p < .01), as shown on Table 1. Subsequent

post hoc analysis using the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure

indicated that the healthy group was significantly different

from the leukemia group and from the other illness group,

while the leukemia group and the other illness group were not

significantly different. Group means and standard deviations

on the F scale are presented in Table 2.

Table 1

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group,

and Healthy Group on the F Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 3,459.68 2 1,729.84 11.00 .0001

Within Groups 10,851.32 69 157.27

Total 14,311.00 71

Table 2

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group,

and Healthy Group on the F Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 60.83 16.04

Other Illness Group 24 61.55 13.39

Healthy Group 24 46.50 5.95



Simple ANOVA for the Adjustment scale, a screening scale

demonstrated a significant difference among the three groups
(F = 8.65, p < .01), as shown in Table 3. Subsequent post
hoc analysis revealed that the healthy group was significantly

different from the leukemia group and from the other illness
group, while the leukemia group and the other illness group
did not differ significantly. Table 4 shows the group means
and standard deviations for the Adjustment scale.

Table 3

Summary of Analysis of Variance for theLeukemia Group, Other Illness Group, andHealthy Group on the Adjustment Scale

Source SS df MS F

Between Groups 2,192.11 2 1,096.06 8.65 .0004
Within Groups 8,741. 00 69 126.68

Total 10,933.11 71

Table 4

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations forthe Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group,
and Healthy Group on the Adjustment Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 59.58 11.85

Other Illness Group 24 57.33 14.83
Healthy Group 24 46.92 4.43
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For the Achievement scale, simple ANOVA indicated a

significant difference among the three groups (F = 7.92,

p < .01) . These results have been summarized in Table 5.

Subsequent post hoc analysis revealed that the healthy group

was significantly different from the leukemia group and from

the other illness group; however, the leukemia group and the

other illness group were not significantly different on this

scale. Group means and standard deviations are listed in

Table 6.

Table 5

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group,

and Healthy Group on the Achievement Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 1,055.43 2 527.72 7.92 .0008

Within Groups 4,596.35 69 66.61

Total 5,651.78 71

Table 6

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Achievement Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 51.95 8.49

Other Illness Group 24 48.80 9.61

Healthy Group 24 42. 73 5.95
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For the Somatic Concern scale, simple ANOVA demonstrated

a significant difference among the three groups under study

(F = 18.79, p < .01) (see Table 7). The post hoc procedure

revealed that the healthy group was significantly different

from the leukemia group and from the other illness group,

while the latter two groups did not differ significantly.

Table 8 shows the group means and standard deviations for

the Somatic Concern scale.

Table 7

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Somatic Concern Scale

Source SS df MS Fp

Between Groups 4,912.37 2 2,456.19 18.79 .0000

Within Groups 9,019. 73 69 130.72

Total 13,932.10 71

Table 8

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Somatic Concern Scale

Group 14 Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 66.42 12.23

Other Illness Group 24 66.66 14.10

Healthy Group 24 49.02 6.61
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Simple ANOVA for the Depression scale revealed a signifi-

cant difference among the three groups under study (F = 6.84,

p < .01). These results have been summarized in Table 9.

Subsequent post hoc analysis using the Student-Newman-Keuls

procedure indicated that the healthy group was significantly

different from the leukemia group and from the other illness

group; however, the leukemia group and the other illness

group did not differ significantly. Group means and standard

deviations on the Depression scale are presented in Table 10.

Table 9

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Depression Scale

Source SS df MS FP

Between Groups 1,092.51 2 546.26 6.84 .0019

Within Groups 5,510.57 69 79.86

Total 6,603.08 71

Table 10

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Depression Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 56.33 10.56

Other Illness Group 24 52.05 9.55

Healthy Group 24 46.80 6.08
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For the Withdrawal scale, simple ANOVA indicated a

significant difference among the three groups (F = 4.86,

p = .01), as shown in Table 11. Subsequent post hoc analysis

showed that the leukemia group was significantly different

from the other illness group and from the healthy group. The

other illness group and the healthy group were not signifi-

cantly different. Table 12 shows the group means and standard

deviations for the Withdrawal scale.

Table 11

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Withdrawal Scale

Source SS df MS Fp

Between Groups 1,068.20 2 534.10 4.86 .0106

Within Groups 7,588.25 69 109.98

Total 8,656.45 71

Table 12

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Withdrawal Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 59.59 13.79

Other Illness Group 24 51.42 8.07

Healthy Group 24 51.42 8.64
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Simple ANOVA for the Anxiety scale revealed a significant

difference among the three groups (F = 5.28, p < .01). These

results have been summarized in Table 13. The post hoc

procedure demonstrated that the leukemia group was signifi-

cantly different from the other illness group and from the

healthy group; however, the other illness group and the

healthy group did not differ significantly. Group means and

standard deviations on the Anxiety scale are presented in

Table 14.

Table 13

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Anxiety Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 840.98 2 420.49 5.28 .0073

Within Groups 5,491.19 69 79.58

Total 6,332.17 71

Table 14

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Anxiety Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 56.85 11.31

Other Illness Group 24 51.34 7.88

Healthy Group 24 48.64 6.99
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As shown in Table 15, simple ANOVA for the Psychosis

scale indicated a significant difference among the three

groups under study (F = 9.22, p < .01). The post hoc Student-

Newman-Keuls procedure showed that the healthy group was

significantly different from the leukemia group and from the

other illness group. The leukemia group and the other

illness group did not differ significantly on this scale.

Group means and standard deviations for the Psychosis scale

are presented in Table 16.

Table 15

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Psychosis Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 590.54 2 295.27 9.22 .0003

Within Groups 2,210.82 69 32.04

Total 2,801.36 71

Table 16

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Psychosis Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 50.80 7.28

Other Illness Group 24 48.03 5.86

Healthy Group 24 43.83 2.96
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Simple ANOVA revealed a significant difference among the

three groups under study for the Social Skills scale (F = 10.49,

p < .01) , as shown in Table 17. Subsequent post hoc analysis

indicated that the healthy group was significantly different

from the leukemia group and from the other illness group;

however, the leukemia group and the other illness group did

not differ significantly on this scale. Table 18 shows the

group means and standard deviations for the Social Skills scale.

Table 17

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Social Skills Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 1, 54 9. 74 2 774.87 10.49 .0001

Within Groups 5,O99.34 69 73.90

Total 6,649.08 71

Table 18

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Social Skills Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 56.10 10.22

Other Illness Group 24 53.99 9.49

Healthy Group 24 45. 38 5.22
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CHAPTER IV

Discussion

The objectives of the present study have been (a)

to determine how mothers whose children are leukemia patients

perceive their children's personalities in order to identify

any specific emotional difficulties which these children may

experience and (b) to determine whether their perceptions are

different from those of mothers whose children either have

serious, chronic illnesses other than cancer or have no

major health concerns. The results of this study indicate

that, according to their mothers' perceptions, children who

suffer from such chronic, potentially life-threatening

illnesses as leukemia, cystic fibrosis, and diabetes exper-

ience a greater degree of difficulty than healthy children

along several dimensions of personality and behavior and

that, to a large extent, the mothers of such children tend to

describe their children as having similar difficulties

regardless of the specific diagnosis. This suggests that

there are similarities in the psychosocial implications for

children with leukemia and for children with other serious,

chronic illnesses. Both groups of ill children are perceived

as having a higher level of difficulty than healthy children

with regard to general psychological adjustment, academic

achievement, somatic concern, depression, psychotic symptom-

atology, and social relationship skills. For two of the
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measured personality dimensions, however, only the leukemic

children are considered by their mothers to experience a

higher level of difficulty: Withdrawal and anxiety are the

areas in which the leukemia patients are rated higher than

either the other group of ill children or the group of

healthy children.

Following a recommendation of Lachar and Gdowski (1979)

and Wirt et al. (1981), the discussion of results will

proceed on a content-oriented basis, grouping scales that

tap similar and/or related phenomena. Profile scales are

grouped into the following content domains: (a) informant

response style (Lie, F, and Defensiveness); (b) general

adjustment (Adjustment); (c) cognitive development and

integrity (Achievement, Intellectual Screening, and Develop-

ment) ; (d) health status (Somatic Concern); (e) depressive

symptoms (Depression) ; (f) internalization (Withdrawal,

Anxiety, and Psychosis) ; (g) peer relations (Social Skills);

(h) poor behavioral or impulse control (Delinquency and

Hyperactivity); and (i) family evaluation (Family Relations).

Information regarding the mothers' response style

tendencies and biases is provided by the three validity

scales. Scores on the validity scales for all three groups

are within limits that allow interpretation of their profiles.

This suggests that, in general, all three groups of mothers

have attempted to produce what they consider to be accurate

descriptions of their children. As previously noted,
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however, a significant difference among groups is evident for

the F scale, on which both groups of ill children received

higher scores than did the healthy group. F scale scores at

such levels as those received by the leukemia and other

illness groups are considered to reflect relative intensity

of symptoms rather than a deviant response set. It appears,

therefore, that while mothers whose children are victims of

serious, chronic illnesses have no greater tendency to deny

minor, commonly occurring behavior problems in their children

or to be defensive about their children's behavior than do

mothers whose children are healthy, they are more likely to

demonstrate a higher level of distress surrounding their

child-related concerns.

Information regarding a child's overall level of

psychological adjustment is provided by the Adjustment scale.

As noted previously, both illness groups received signifi-

cantly higher scores than the healthy group on this scale.

Apparently, according to their mothers' descriptions,

children who have serious, chronic illnesses display a

greater degree of general maladjustment than do healthy

children. However, since their mean scores are not elevated

to a clinically significant degree, it would be inappropriate

to assume the presence of extreme atypical intellectual,

academic, or emotional status.

The scales which serve as indicators of cognitive

development and integrity include the Achievement, Intellec-

tual Screening, and Development scales. Of the three scales
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which comprise this area, significant differences among

groups are present only for the Achievement scale, on which

both groups of ill children were rated higher than the

healthy children. While the mothers of children with serious,

chronic illnesses do not consider their children to differ

from healthy children with regard to their intellectual or

physical development, they do indicate more problems with

academic performance than do the mothers of healthy children.

The finding that poor school performance and slower

academic progress are noted more frequently for the children

who have serious, chronic illnesses is supported by the

reports of other authors (e.g., McCarthy, 1975; McCollum &

Gibson, 1970), whose studies are based on parent interviews,

group discussions, and questionnaires. That academic

performance might be affected for these children is not

unexpected due to the probable occurrence of both disrupted

school attendance during periods of illness and multiple

absences from school for clinic appointments and required

treatment procedures. It also is possible that poor school

performance may result from lowered expectations on the part

of the parents, particularly those who resort to over-

indulgence and over-protection in dealing with their ill

children, a tendency which has been noted by several authors

(e.g., Johnson et al., 1979; Kornfeld & Siegel, 1979; Lansky,

1974; Tropauer et al., 1970).

Information regarding a child's health status is

provided by the Somatic Concern scale, which measures
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health-related variables. This scale is composed of three

major item clusters representing the following: (a) frequency

of symptoms, (b) infrequent symptoms, and (c) complaints

which suggest a functional etiology or component. Due to

the composition of this scale, therefore, the finding that

both children who have leukemia and children who have either

cystic fibrosis or diabetes showed a higher level of somatic

concern than healthy children is not surprising. Healthy

children who receive scores on this scale similar to those

received by the two groups of ill children may be employing

somatic symptoms in order to withdraw from uncomfortable

situations or to avoid responsibilities. For the two groups

of physically ill children, however, the clinically signifi-

cant elevations on this scale would seem consistent with the

reality of their medical histories and their present health

conditions.

Both the children in the leukemia group and the children

in the other illness group are reported to exhibit a signifi-

cantly higher level of depressive symptoms than their healthy

peers. According to their mothers' reports, children in

both illness groups are more likely than healthy children to

display difficulties with regard to the following manifesta-

tions of depression: (a) brooding and moodiness, (b) social

isolation, (c) lack of energy, (d) pessimism and anhedonia,

(e) sensitivity to criticism, (f) indecisiveness and poor

self-concept, and (g) uncommunicativeness. Additionally,



there is a higher rate of agreement for the leukemic children
than for either the other seriously ill children or the
healthy children with items reflecting both a concern with
death and dying and a serious attitude. Although the mean

scores on this scale are not elevated to a clinically

significant level, the finding of a significantly higher rate
of agreement with the scale items by the mothers of both

illness groups is supported by other authors. Based on their
investigations utilizing projective drawings (Spock et al.,
1966), the self-reports of former patients (Koocher et al.,
1980), and clinical interviews and projective techniques

(Lawler et al., 1966), all reported that depression often
is characteristic of children who have serious chronic

illnesses.

Wirt et al. (1980) note that symptoms of withdrawal,

anxiety, disturbed thought processes, and limited social

skills frequently accompany those of depression. The results
of the present study support their contention, as will be
evident by an examination of the internalization and peer

relations content domains.

Significant differences among groups are present for
all three scales which comprise the internalization category.
The two groups of ill children were rated higher than the
group of healthy children on the Psychosis scale; however,

on both the Withdrawal scale and the Anxiety scale, the group
of leukemia patients was rated higher than either the group
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of children with other serious, chronic illnesses or the

group of healthy children.

On the Withdrawal scale, the mean score for the

leukemia patients is elevated to a clinically significant

level. The presence of social withdrawal for the leukemia

?atients is suggested by their mothers' agreement with scale

items which reflect the following tendencies: (a) social and
physical isolation, (b) shyness and fear of strangers, and
(c) isolation from peers and uncommunicativeness. These

children may be described as avoiding social contact, desiring
to remain isolated, and having few friends.

The mean score elevation for the group of leukemia

patients on the Anxiety scale closely approaches the level
which indicates clinical significance. According to their

mothers' reports, the leukemic children are more likely than
either the children with other serious, chronic illnesses or
the healthy children to display the following symptoms of
anxiety: (a) worry, (b) specific, irrational fears, (c)
poor self-concept, and (d) insecurity and fearfulness. The
fact that childhood cancer patients are likely to experience

a high level of anxiety has received much research attention
in the past. The findings of the present study are substan-
tiated by the conclusions of other investigators who have
documented the presence of increased anxiety among such
children by utilizing the Children's State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory (Spinetta & Maloney, 1975),, the General Anxiety
Scale for Children and projective stories (Waechter, 1971),
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an observational behavior rating scale (Katz et al., 1980),

and systematic clinical judgments, based on collective

evidence from the records of observations by medical, social

service, and research staff members (Morrissey, 1963).

Although it has been reported that a high anxiety level

frequently is present for children with cystic fibrosis,

based on the results of psychiatric interviews and projective

drawings (e.g., Tropauer et al., 1970), and for children with

diabetes, based on physician's observations (Craig, 1977),

this was not indicated by the parental descriptions in the

present study.

Both the children in the leukemia group and the children

in the other illness group are reported to exhibit a higher

level of psychotic symptomatology than their healthy peers.

Although the difference between the scores for the groups of

ill children and the group of healthy children is statisti-

cally significant, none of the mean scores approached the

level indicating clinical significance. The difference

indicates that the mothers of the ill children were more

likely than the mothers of the healthy children to report

difficulties with regard to the following: (a) toilet

training problems, (b) emotional outbursts, (c) mood

disturbance (depression and anxiety) , (d) social and physical
isolation, and (E) inappropriate affect and disorientation.

However, since their mean scores were not highly elevated,

it would be inappropriate to assume the presence of psychotic
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symptomatology for the ill children. It is more likely a
reflection of the social and physical isolation, greater

emotionality, the previously mentioned anxiety and depression,

and the intercorrelations among these scales.

The effectiveness of a child's peer relations is

assessed by the Social Skills scale. As previously indicated,

both groups of ill children received significantly higher

scores than the group of healthy children on this scale,

According to their mothers' reports, both the children who

have leukemia and the children who have other serious,

chronic illnesses are more likely than their healthy peers

to experience peer rejection and a lack of friends as a

demonstration of their lack of success in social activities.

The reasons for this lack of success are suggested by their

mothers' agreement with items indicating: (a) aggressive

peer behavior, (b) absence of leadership qualities or social

influence, and (c) social behavior suggesting poor sportsman-

ship and egocentrism.

Although the mean scores for the two groups of ill

children are significantly higher than the mean score for

the healthy children on this scale, they are not elevated

to a clinically significant degree. A tendency for the

childhood cancer patient to exhibit difficulties in peer

relations has been noted by other authors, however, based
on the results of parent interviews (McCarthy, 1975),

patient interviews, and medical staff notes and observations
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(Moore et al., 1969). Peer relationship problems also have

been indicated for children with cystic fibrosis and diabetes,

based on studies employing parent interviews, questionnaires,

and group discussions (Johnson, 1980; McCollum et al., 1970).

Significant correlations, which are not due to signifi-

cant item overlap, between the Social Skills scale and

several other PIC scales are reported by Wirt et al. (1981),

who state that the correlations with the Depression, With-

drawal, and Anxiety scales are likely to reflect the effects

of poor social relationships, while the correlation with the

Psychosis scale is likely to reflect limitations which may

impede the growth of effective social skills. In the present

study., scale el-evations for the ill children on the Depression,

Withdrawal, Anxiety, Psychosis, and Social Skills scales are

contributed to by their mothers' agreement with items

regarding unsatisfactory social relations. For both groups

of children who have serious, chronic illnesses, an item-by-

item inspection of their mothers' responses suggests that

social isolation and interpersonal relationship difficulties

are particularly salient characteristics of the ill children.

The final two content areas include poor behavioral

and impulse control, which is detected by mothers' responses

to items comprising the Delinquency and Hyperactivity scales,
and family evaluation, which measures family effectiveness

and cohesion by their responses to items comprising the

Family Relations scale. No significant differences among



groups were found on these scales, and the mean scores for
the three groups under study did not approach a clinically

significant level. Despite the difficulties reported by
their mothers with regard to academic achievement, health
concerns, depressive symptoms, internalizing behaviors, and
peer relations, the chronically ill children do not demon-

strate a tendency to express their anxieties and frustrations

through any antisocial acting-out, impulsive, or hyperkinetic
characteristics. And although several investigators, based
on the results of parent interviews, questionnaires, and
clinical observations, have reported the presence of strained
marital and family relationships in the families of children
with cancer (e.g., Lansky, Cairns, Hassanein, & Lowman, 1978;
Lascari, 1978), families of children with cystic fibrosis

(Lawler et al., 1966), and families of children with diabetes
(Travis, 1966), this was not confirmed by the mothers in the
present study, who indicate that their family relationships
have not been negatively affected despite the stresses

inherent in caring for a seriously ill child.

Several limitations of the present study are noted
which may offer directions for future research. If it can
be assumed that the mothers' descriptions accurately reflect
their children's personalities, then the results of this
study suggest that childhood leukemia patients experience a
higher level of difficulty than do healthy children in a
variety of areas related to their emotional well-being.
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The personality descriptions of the cystic fibrosis and

diabetes patients are similar in many areas to those of the
leukemia patients; however, the difficulties of the cystic

fibrosis and diabetes patients are reported to be at a lower
level of intensity. Although a purpose of this study has

been to determine how the mothers of pediatric leukemia

patients perceive the personality characteristics of their
children, the reliance on mothers' reports to accurately

reflect the emotional adjustment of their children might be
considered a limitation of the study. While this assessment

technique does provide answers to questions regarding the
mothers' perceptions and how the perceptions of the three

groups under study differ, the degree to which this can be
generalized to directly detect the presence of specific

emotional difficulties which are experienced by the ill

children is dependent upon the validity of the PIC.

The potential for informant distortion and bias was
addressed in the construction of the PIC. Measures of
parental distortion are included in the form of the validity
scales and are built into the other profile scales by use
of the Darlington scale construction methodology (Wirt et al.,
1981). In the present study, for example, it might seem
likely that the mothers would attempt to present their
children in the most favorable light. If this were so, then
the Lie and Defensiveness scales would be elevated. Instead,
however, the F scale is elevated, indicating that these
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mothers are admitting to their child-related concerns. For
the present purpose, it appears that information provided by
the PIC may prove especially useful by functioning as a

screening device and suggesting areas where further investi-

gation is warranted.

Another limitation of the present study may be the
failure to control more strictly the length of time since
diagnosis. Since it was known that the time of diagnosis

is an acutely stressful period for these families, the

requirement for participation in this study was that each

child in the illness groups be at least three months beyond
diagnosis. However, several investigators (e.g., Koocher

et al., 1980; Spinetta & Maloney, 1975) have reported that
length of time since diagnosis may be an important factor in
the current emotional status of childhood cancer patients.

It may prove beneficial, therefore,, to take this factor into
consideration for future research purposes. In fact, for
studies of a longitudinal nature, the PIC might be an

appropriate assessment instrument since its authors note
that, in addition to describing current status, the PIC
also may be functional in retesting to assess changes in
status from a previous time, for example, to monitor the
effects of treatment intervention.

A brief inspection of the profiles for the leukemia

patients suggests that the age of the child might be impor-
tant in terms of which scales are clinically significant.
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In future studies, therefore, it might prove beneficial to

employ more homogeneous age groupings of patients.

A most striking observation, suggested by the results

of this study, is the extent to which interpersonal relations,

particularly peer relationships, appear to be involved in

the difficulties of these leukemia patients. The issue of

social isolation and peer relationship problems is a common

feature on several of the measured personality dimensions

which are elevated for the group of leukemic children, and

there is a need for future research in order to substantiate

this observation. It will be important to determine how

such interpersonal difficulties affect their future social

development, especially as the prognosis for them continues

to improve such that many can be expected to survive and to

reach adolescence, when peer interactions become so important.

Additionally, if the reasons for such interpersonal difficul-

ties can be determined through future research, then it may

be possible to provide effective intervention or prevention

of these difficulties.

Other studies are needed to determine the factors which

may affect the perceptions these mothers hold of their

children. For example, it seems likely that the age of the
mother, her marital status, and the number of children she

has might be important considerations which influence how a
mother views her ill child. A mother who has other children

may perceive her leukemic child quite differently from a
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mother whose only child is a leukemia patient, especially if

this mother is an older parent whose child-bearing years

either are limited or have ended. A single parent, especially

the mother of an only child, may perceive her leukemic child

quite differently from a happily married mother, who receives

emotional support from her partner and might welcome the

birth of other children into the family.

Finally, studies are needed to determine the accuracy

with which these mothers perceive the emotional adjustment

of their children since we know that the family's perceptions

of a child are important influences on the child's overall

emotional health. If the mothers' perceptions are not

accurate, then it remains to be seen how such distorted

perceptions affect the long-term emotional adjustment of

these leukemic children.

The results of this study imply that, in many respects,

the approach which psychologists and other professional adopt

in working with leukemic children and their families need not

be a highly specialized one, but that knowledge drawn from

research on therapeutic psychosocial intervention with regard

to other life-threatening chronic illnesses of childhood

also might be applicable to the field of pediatric oncology.

It is important, however, that these professionals address

the issues of social isolation, peer relationship difficulties,

and high anxiety which the results of this study suggest to

be characteristic of many childhood leukemia patients.
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Treatment needs to be directed toward facilitating the social

and peer interactions of these children, while keeping in

mind their difficulties with regard to academic achievement,

somatic concerns, depression, and emotional lability. Future

research should be directed toward these issues so that the

goal of truly cured children who are biologically healthy,

developmentally normal, and mentally, socially, and physi-

cally well-adjusted (van Eys, 1977) can be attained for

childhood leukemia patients.
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Appendix A

Sample Summary Statement

Dear Parent:

With the permission of your child's physician (Dr. )_,

I am contacting you to request your participation in a

research project which is being conducted to investigate the

adjustment and emotional functioning of children who are

being treated for serious, chronic illnesses. Although we

believe that such information is critical for optimal patient

management and care, limited research of an objective nature

has been concucted regarding the psychosocial impact of

chronic illness on these children. The present study is

proposed as an initial attempt to provide this information

so that we may be better informed about the areas with which

children who have chronic illnesses and their families may

require assistance.

In order to complete this phase of the research project,

we are requesting the participation of the mothers of children

seen in the (Hematology/Oncology, Cystic Fibrosis,

Diabetes) Clinic by Dr. . Each mother will be asked

to complete a written questionnaire which contains true-or-

false statements about her child and family relationships.

The testing will be scheduled to coincide with one of your

child's clinic visits or at a time which is convenient for

you. Upon completion of the questionnaire, an interpretation
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of your results will be available for you. It is understood

that the results of such testing will remain confidential in

that no names will be used and that the results will not

be released without your signed consent.

If you are willing to participate in this worthwhile

investigation, please sign the enclosed consent form and

return it to me. Your cooperation with this study will be

greatly appreciated.

Thank you,

Sandi Hughes
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Informed Consent

I have read and understand the preceding, and I consent

to participate. I understand that I am free to refuse to

participate or to withdraw from this study at any time without

prejudice to further medical care.

DatePrincipal Investigator

Physician Parent/Guardian

Child
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Appendix B

Family Information Form
(Confidential)

Date:

Respondent's Name:

Relationship to Child:

I. CHILD INFORMATION:

Child's Name:

Address:

Age: Date of Birth:

Grade in School (last grade completed):

School Child Attends:

Race:

Religious Preference:

Child Currently Lives With:

Relationship to Child:

II. Parent Information:

Father's Name:

Age:Occupationp

Education (final school grade completed or degree
obtained):

Marital Status: Religious Preference:

Mo ther's Name:

Age: Occupation:

Education (final school grade completed or degree
obtained):

Marital Status: _Religious Preference:
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III. FAMILY INFORMATION

Other Children:

Name:

Age: Grade in School:

Name:

Age: Grade in School:

Name:

Age: Grade in School:

(Ifadditional space is needed, please write on back ofsheet),

Other Individuals living in household:

Name:

Age: .Relationship to Child:

Grade in School or Occupation:

Frequency of Family Church or Synagogue Attendance
(Please check one):

never
less than once per year
1 to 5 times per year
6 to 12 times per year
2 or more times per month

Family's Combined Total Gross Annual Income (Pleasecheck one):
less than $15,000
$15,000 to $24,000
$25,000 to $34,000
$35,000 to $49,000
$50,000 or more



Appendix B--continued

Family Medical History:

Have any members of the family (child's parents, grandparents,
aunts, uncles, brothers, sisters, etc.) experienced serious
illnesses? If so, please indicate which family member (s) and
the illness from which each suffered.

Family Member Illness

Have any of the child's family members died as a result of
such medical conditions? If so, please indicate which family
member(s) and the illness from which each died.

Family Member Illness

77
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Appendix C

Additional Statistical Data Including Analysis

of Variance Summaries, Group Means, and Standard

Deviations for the Scales Yielding

Non-significant Differences
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Table 19

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Lie Scale -

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 137.58 2 68.79 .62 .54

Wi thin Groups 7,6 35 .75 69 110.66

Total 7,773.33 71

Table 20

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Lie Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 47.89 11.01

Other Illness Group 24 49.00 10.09

Healthy Group 24 51.22 10.45
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Table 21

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Defensiveness Scale

Source SS df MS F

Between Groups 682.08 2 341.04 3.58 .03

Within Groups 6,580.13 69 95.36

Total 7,262.21 71

Table 22

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Defensiveness Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 53.89 7.34

Other Illness Group 24 49.98 12.26

Healthy Group 24 46.35 9.05
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Table 23

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Intellectual Screening Scale

Source SS df MS F P

Between Groups 603.71 2 301.85 1.38 .26

Within Groups 15,097.01 69 218.80

Total 15,700.72 71

Table 24

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Intellectual Screening Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 56.48 18.92

Other Illness Group 24 49.43 14.08

Healthy Group 24 52.26 10.01
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Table 25

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Development Scale

Source SS df MS F P

Between Groups 676.69 2 338.35 3.53 .04

Within Groups 6,623.15 69 95.99

Total 7,299.84 71

Table 26

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Development Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 53.20 10.97

Other Illness Group 24 51.87 10.79

Healthy Group 24 46. 13 7.15
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Table 27

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Family Relations Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 540.78 2 270.39 2.44 .10

Within Groups 7,661.67 69 111.04

Total 8,202.45 71

Table 28

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Family Relations Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 52.42 12.08

Other Illness Group 24 53.92 10.53

Healthy Group 24 47.50 8.73
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Table 29

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Delinquency Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 357.63 2 178.82 1.87 .16

Within Groups 6,608.37 69 95.77

Total 6,966.00 71

Table 30

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Delinquency Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 58.13 10.74

Other Illness Group 24 57.25 11. 31

Healthy Group 24 53.02 6.65
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Table 31

Summary of Analysis of Variance for the
Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and
Healthy Group on the Hyperactivity Scale

Source SS df MS F p

Between Groups 522.21 2 261.11 1.98 .15

Within Groups 9,120.93 69 132.19

Total 9,643.14 71

Table 32

T-Score Means and Standard Deviations for
the Leukemia Group, Other Illness Group, and

Healthy Group on the Hyperactivity Scale

Group N Mean SD

Leukemia Group 24 47.23 14.68

Other Illness Group 24 53.73 10.97

Healthy Group 24 49.50 7.80
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